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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The following CIRIA Compliance assessment has been developed for the G.H. By Products (Derby)
Limited Site, “Park Farm”, located in Willingham-by-Stow. The National Grid Reference for the
centre of the site is NGR SK 85925 84325.

The site is located on Park Farm in Willingham-by-Stow, Lincolnshire. The farm is currently used to
rear cattle for food production and the slurry tank, already located on site, is used for the temporary
storage of wastes prior to land spreading on fields surrounding the farm.

The waste storage infrastructure on site is to be expanded to include a new lagoon to supplement the
existing farm tank to allow the bulking of wastes prior to land spreading. A Bespoke Environmental
Permit is required, as storage of wastes within the lagoon and farm tank fall outside of existing
Standard Rules sets.

This is a new lagoon that needs to be compliant with the recent and current CIRIA Guidance on the
construction of waste storage lagoons.

1.2 Document Scope

1.2.1 Guidance

Guidance on the design and construction of farm lagoons is available in the CIRIA Document CIRIA
C759 “Livestock Manure and Silage Infrastructure for Agriculture”. This document is published in 2
Parts – Part 1 covers site and storage selection and Part 2 covers design and construction.

It is this guidance that the Environment Agency require operators to follows when implementing the
storage of wastes prior to their use for agricultural benefit. Compliance with the guidance will also
allow the operator to show compliance with the SSAFO Regulations.

1.2.2 Document Format

This compliance document addresses the elements of the CIRIA 759 Guidance as follows:

Site Selection

 Storage System Selection

 Site Investigation

 Lagoon Design

 Construction Details
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2 Site Selection

2.1 General

The storage permit is being applied for by the same operator that operates the landspreading
operations and has the mobile plant permit for landspreading. This same operator’s parent company
owns the land at the farm where landspreading is principally carried out.

It is therefore expedient in terms of ownership confirmation, management control and travel distances
to site the storage lagoon on the same land. Following from this decision the rest of the requirements
for site selection as set out in CIRIA 759 were addressed and the results are set out below.

2.2 Site Reconnaissance

As part of the planning application ground investigation a walkover was undertaken on 5th June 2018
by the ground investigation company. The results stated:

The Site comprised a vacant parcel of agricultural land in the western area of Park Farm, an existing
slurry store was noted adjacent to the eastern boundary, separated by metal and wooden fencing,
estimated to measure 40x40 m. The Site formed a smaller part of a larger field measuring
approximately 130 m by 230 m, at its greatest extent. The wider field was bounded by hedgerow and
fencing in all directions.

The surrounding area comprised the existing slurry store and wider farm yard to the eastern area, an
open sided storage barn to the north and agricultural land to the south and west. A land drain was
noted approximately 80 m south of the Site along the wider field boundary, however was noted to be
dry at the time of the investigation.

2.3 Soils Study

As part of the planning application initial ground assessment work was carried out which included
assessing the soils types and characteristics. The principal aims for the initial ground and soils
assessments were:

 As a preliminary screening tool to confirm that the underlying ground and soils were suitable
for bearing the potential loads associated with a full lagoon.

 To address the nature of the soils and their suitability for use as a liner for the lagoon.

 To provide initial permeability and geotechnical data that could be used to start the overall
lagoon design and CIRIA compliance demonstration process.

The initial study concluded that the geology beneath the Site is largely weathered mudstone recovered
as firm silty clay and clayey silt, the potential for an earth banked slurry store may be suitable. In
addition, the infiltration testing has demonstrated that the soils have extremely low permeability rates.
The clay content was recorded between 32 % and 55%. It recommended that the data be forwarded to
the design engineers to assist the design process and this was done

Appendix 2 contains the details of the soils analysis and the sampling location.

The soil analysis was deemed to be unacceptable for long-term use without a liner and a decision was
taken that the lagoon would be constructed with a liner.
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3 Lagoon Design

3.1 Size

Appendix 1 contains design drawings showing the lagoon sizing.

3.2 Design Strength Calculations

3.2.1 Loads

The geotechnical engineer has provided a calculation to justify the capacity of the embankment to
support the maximum loading from the material contained within it. The engineer’s calculation report
has been provided within Appendix 3. This geotechnical design report confirms that the lagoon
embankments are capable of withstanding loads calculated as shown in BS 5502-50.

3.3 Liner

A 2mm HDPE membrane has been supplied and installed with a 300g protection fleece underneath.
(Appendix 4 contains a copy of the specifications of each of these.)

3.4 Cover

A 1mm HDPE floating cover is to be installed for rainwater protection. (Appendix 5 contains a copy
of the specification)
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4 Construction details

4.1 Maintenance

The lagoon will be constructed in line with the CIRA 759 standard. The operator implements an
Environmental Management System, which ensures that the lagoon is subject to a routine
maintenance schedule. The EMS is backed up by frequent inspections of the lagoon carried out as
part of our Infrastructure Monitoring Programme. This ensures any potential defects are noted and
acted on. Any defects noted would be repaired to ensure the structure of the lagoon remains
compliant with CIRA 759.

In addition to the above maintenance and inspection regimes, the following controls are in place to
maximise the lifespan of the lagoon:

- Vehicular access onto embankments is restricted;

- The collection and fill point of the lagoon is sited away from the embankments to prevent vehicles
driving onto them;

- Topsoil layer added over embankment and laid to grass;

- Site security fence in place to minimise risk for unauthorised access / vandalism of the lagoon;

- Embankments to be kept free of shrub and tree growth;

- Freeboard of the lagoon will not be compromised by future works.

Given the simple nature of the store, the standard it has been constructed to and the monitoring and
maintenance systems in place, it is considered that the lagoon has a design life in exceedance of 20
years. This meets CIRIA requirements and has been confirmed by a suitably qualified engineer.

4.2 Leak detection systems for the liner

A leak detection system will be installed incorporating a strip of 25mm deep cuspated drainage board
under the 2mm liner. The 0.9m wide strip will run through the centre line the entire length of the
reservoir. The drainage strip will allow for liquids to collect that are then sampled via a solid pipe
from the crest at each end. Specification for the cuspate is in Appendix 6.

The cuspate will run up the batter to the crest at each end to act as a gas vent.

4.3 Cover

Rainwater accumulating on the cover will be pumped away with an automated floating pump.
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Appendix 1

Design Drawings
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Appendix 2

Soils Data
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Appendix 3

Geotechnical Design Report
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INTRODUCTION 

This document has been compiled to demonstrate the structural adequacy of the animal 

waste slurry lagoon embankments of the project noted above to assist with the 

demonstration of CIRIA759 compliance. 

This statement is to be only read in conjunction with the Engreen Environmental Consultants 

Ltd report ref C171-CIRIA. 

The proposed slurry lagoon is detailed on HWD drawings which depict a lagoon with 

dimensions of approximately 24.5x75m. The lagoon is generally recessed into the ground with 

the surrounding embankment projecting 2.0m above the external ground level. During 

normal operation the slurry fill wold not extend beyond 1.25m above the external ground 

level. 

We have reviewed the ground conditions demonstrated in the Delta Simons site investigation 

report ref 18-0530.01 in the production of this geotechnical assessment. 

The geotechnical lab testing included in the ground investigation report indicates the clay soil 

to be of moderate volume change potential under varying moisture contents. Due to the 

massive nature of the lagoon embankments this is not considered to be a design concern. 

 

Fig 1 – Extract from HWD ‘lagoon details’ drawing 

The lagoon is proposed to be constructed with an appropriate impermeable liner as detailed 

in the Engreen Environmental Consultants Ltd report 
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LAGOON EMBANKMENT GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN 

As there is no shear strength calculation for the clay material included in the ground a very 

conservative value of 20kN/m2 has been used for the assessment of stresses in the 

embankment.  

It is assumed that the earthworks exercise has been undertaken in such a manner to maintain 

moisture contents and compacted density to an appropriate level to maintain this value of 

allowable shear stress. 

As can be seen in Fig 1. included above the lagoon is sunk into the ground.  

The liquid below original ground level is effectively retained by the existing ground which 

extends an undefined distance from the lagoon and therefore is satisfactory by inspection. 

For the section of the embankment above original ground level, which has a nominal height 

of 2 metres, the lateral pressure from the slurry has been considered as defined in BS5502-

50 paragraph 5.2.2.2 as being equal to 10.8 x Z where Z is the depth below the surface of the 

liquid. A conservative retained height has been considered to the top of the embankment for 

design purposes although normally the lagoon would be filled maintain a 750mm freeboard 

to the top of the embankment).   

Due to the cohesive nature of the embankment material an angle of shear resistance of ‘0’ 

has been assumed and shear resistance of 20kN/m2 as noted above is considered. 

The calculations included overleaf indicate a Factor of Safety of 10.2 against the shear failure 

of the embankment. This is considered an appropriate safety factor for a structure such as 

this. 

Should the embankment height increase and retained pressure increase the length of the 

failure plane through the embankment would also be greater so variations in the 

embankment height can be readily accommodated. We therefore conclude that the 

embankment construction is appropriately robust. 
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APPENDIX A – CALCULATION SHEET FOR EMBANKMENT DESIGN 
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Appendix 4

Lagoon Liner
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1. DESCRIPTION Thick needlepunched nonwoven geotextile manufactured from 100% virgin 
polypropylene high tenacity fibres containing 1% active carbon black.  
 

  

2. APPLICATIONS  Typical applications for GEOfabrics’ HPS Geotextiles include, but are not limited to: 
- Membrane protection in landfill cells and cover systems  
- Soil filtration and separation beneath rock armour in coastal defence  
- Soil filtration within landfill cells  
- Heavy duty soil filters in civil applications 
 

  

3. FEATURES • Optimised for maximum strength and performance – not mass 

• Available in wide widths to allow for minimal construction costs – up to 6m  

• Manufactured from a unique blend of high tenacity fibres providing class leading 
durability  

• 100% virgin polypropylene fibres for guaranteed durability  

• Carbon black for UV stability 

  

 

 Test Unit MEAN VALUES  

4. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES  
Static puncture (CBR)  

EN ISO 12236 
kN 3 

Push through displacement  mm 65 
Tensile strength (MD/CMD) 

EN ISO 10319 
kN/m 20 

Tensile elongation (MD/CMD) % 80 
Cone drop  EN ISO 13433 mm 6 
Protection efficiency (103) EN ISO 13719 kN/m2 - 

5. FILTER PROPERTIES   
Apparent opening size EN ISO 12956 µm 130 
Water permeability vH50 

EN ISO 11058 
l/(m2·s) 85 

Coefficient of permeability (10-3) m/s 6.6 

6. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES   
Thickness @ 2kPa (Nominal) EN ISO 9863-1 mm 3.9 
Carbon black content    1% active carbon black 
Standard colour    Black 
Polymer    100% virgin polypropylene 

 

Notes: 

a) Mean values indicate the arithmetic mean derived from the samples taken for any one test as defined in the standard – usually an overall mean of five samples.  
Mean values are subject to tolerances based on 95% confidence limits as published on the product CE declaration of performance. 

b) Nominal Value (indicates an average manufacturing norm and not a controlled performance parameter). 
c) MD: Machine Direction (longitudinal to the roll). 
d) CMD: Cross Machine Direction (across the roll). 
e) Tensile testing is performed using extensometers. 

 

 

 

                                              Test VALUES 

7. DURABILITY   
Weathering 50 MJ/m2 (1 month) EN ISO 12224  >90% Retained Strength  
Microbiological resistance EN ISO 12225  No loss in strength  
Resistance to acids & alkalis EN ISO 14030  No loss in strength  
Oxidation at 112 days (100 years) EN ISO 13438  >90% Retained Strength  
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8. NEEDLE DETECTION During manufacture, the protection geotextile passes close to three sets of magnets which remove metal particles up to 12g 
and >2mm. Just before the roll up, the geotextile passes through an electronic metal detection field. Audio and visual alarms 
indicate if metal particles are detected.  Rolls are sent to stock if they pass through the field without an alarm event or, in 
the case of an alarm event, the operator inspects the suspect area, locates any metal particles and removes them. If 
unsuccessful, or if any doubt remains as to the presence of metal particles, then the roll goes to the re-inspection facility. 
 

9. TESTING  All materials are tested every 6000m2 in an UKAS accredited ISO 17025 laboratory to all mechanical properties prior to 
release. 
 

10.  STORAGE  The geotextiles are supplied in packaging designed to protect the product from damage during handling, storage and 
degradation as a result of UV exposure. The product should be kept in appropriate packaging until such time that it is required 
for installation. The product is clearly and indelibly marked with the product name along the edge of the roll at regular 
intervals no greater than 5m. The packaging is labelled clearly to identify the product supplied in accordance with EN ISO 
10320: Geotextile and Geotextile related products – Identification on site. Use slings where provided. Product weights are 
given on roll tickets. Use equipment appropriate to weight and dimension. Store and handle in accordance with good 
occupational hygiene and safety practice. 
 

 

  

Unit VALUES 

11. DIMENSIONS    
Standard roll length                   m  175 
Standard roll width   m  6 
Approximate roll weight  kg  400 
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Appendix 5

Lagoon Cover
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Appendix 6

Lagoon Gas and Leak Detection System
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1. DESCRIPTION 25mm HDPE cuspated drainage board with a geotextile filter/separator bonded to 
a single side. 

  

    
2. APPLICATIONS GEOfabrics’ FC25 geocomposite has been designed to provide a passive venting 

system for gasses and liquids. 
  

    
3. FEATURES • Optimised for maximum strength and performance 

• UV stabilised 

• High crush resistance 

• Excellent flow rate 

  

 

 

 Test Unit MEAN VALUES  

4. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - Geocomposite  
Compressive strength EN ISO 25619-2 kPa 300 
Tensile strength (MD/CMD) EN ISO 10319 kN/m 18 
Static puncture (CBR) EN ISO 12236 kN 2.2 

5. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES - Geotextile    
Water permeability vH50 EN ISO 11058 l/(m2·s) 100 
Apparent opening size EN ISO 12956 µm 80 

6. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES - Geocomposite    
Gas flow capacity Calculated(b) m3/s 0.07 
Water flow capacity in the plane (rigid/rigid) EN ISO 12958 l/(m·s) (i=1) (i=0.5) (i=0.1) 
@ 20kPa     15.0 11.0 5.0 
@ 100kPa   15.0 11.0 5.0 
@ 200kPa   15.0 11.0 5.0 

7. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES    
Thickness @ 2kPa EN ISO 9863-1 mm 26 
Standard colour - Cuspate   Black 
Polymer - Cuspate   HDPE 
Polymer - Textile   PP 

 

Notes: 

a) Mean values indicate the arithmetic mean derived from the samples taken for any one test as defined in the standard – usually an overall mean of five samples.  
Mean values are subject to tolerances based on 95% confidence limits as published on the product CE declaration of performance. 

b) Gas flow calculation based on a discharge coefficient of 0.61 with a pressure difference of 10Pa and a standard air density of 1.29kg/m3. 

 

8. TESTING  All materials are tested every 6000m2 in an UKAS accredited ISO 17025 laboratory to all mechanical properties prior to 
release. 
 

9.  STORAGE  The geocomposites are supplied in packaging designed to protect the product from damage during handling and storage 
and degradation as a result of UV exposure. The product should be kept in appropriate packaging until such time that it is 
required for installation. The product is clearly and indelibly marked with the product name along the edge of the roll at 
regular intervals no greater than 5m. The packaging is labelled clearly to identify the product supplied in accordance with 
EN ISO 10320: Geotextile and Geotextile related products – Identification on site. Use slings where provided. Product 
weights are given on roll tickets. Use equipment appropriate to weight and dimension. Store and handle in accordance 
with good occupational hygiene and safety practice. 
 

 

    Unit VALUES 

10. DIMENSIONS    
Standard roll length         m 50 
Standard roll width          m 0.9 
Approximate roll weight         Kg 75 
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